piR-55490 inhibits the growth of lung carcinoma by suppressing mTOR signaling.
Lung carcinoma is the most common human cancer with poor prognosis and has an increasing incidence in recent years. However, the related mechanism of lung cancer onset has not been completely explored. Piwi-interacting RNA (piRNA) is a type of noncoding small RNA with established function in germ cells, and interestingly, piRNA has also been shown to be implicated in cancer biology. In this study, piR-55490 was found to be silenced in lung carcinoma specimens and cell lines, compared with normal lung tissues and cells. Intriguingly, the expression level of piR-55490 is negatively associated with patients' survival. Restoration of piR-55490 can reduce the proliferation rates of lung cancer cells, while piR-55490 suppression led to the gain in the proliferation rates. Animal model study showed that piR-55490 can suppress the growth of lung carcinoma xenograft. Further study revealed that piR-55490 suppressed the activation of Akt/mTOR pathway in lung cancer cells. Surprisingly, piR-55490 was found to bind 3'UTR of mTOR messenger RNA (mRNA) and induce its degradation in a mechanism similar to microRNA (miRNA). The introduction of an mTOR construct resistant to action of piR-55490 was able to abolish the effect of piR-55490 on lung cancer cells. In conclusions, we found that piRNA can contribute to the suppression of cancer cell phenotypes by directly targeting a oncogene mRNA. This finding facilitates our understanding of piRNA's function and its association with human cancer.